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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)

"With Malice toward None,
VOL. XIX

PROMINENT FAMILY
LEAVES ROY

and with Firmness in the Right."
SATURDAY JULY 22ND, 1922

SUBSCRIPTION $ 2.00 PER YEAR.
DRAKE . KINGSBURY
The wedding bells rang again
in Harding County last Saturday
evening when Lawrence C Kingsbury stole quietly over to the
office of the County Clerk and
procured the necessary papers,
then crossed the street and whispered something into Judge
ear and then, well he-

re's the rest of the story.
A very quiet wedding took
place at the home of Mr and Mrs
A. W. Drake about three miles
north west of Mosquero last Saturday when Judge McGlothlin
in his self possiiig way said the
words

Immediately

rf

R. H. Bentley

went to Tucumcari Tuesday to
meet Mrs King, grandmother of
Mrs Bentley. They returned the
next day. Mrs King comes from
Blue Rapids, Kansas, and will
spend several weeks here on the
mesa at the Bentley home..
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after the wedding'

the newly weds drove up to Roy
and spent the evening at the
Milo Ratcliff home and on the
following morning accompaneid
by Mr and Mrs"Ratcliff left for
Mora and the Taos country where they will spend a week or two
fishing and enjoying their honeymoon. We understand a large
crowd was waiting for their return to Mosquero Saturday evening but were disappointed when
they learned they had already
started on their honeymoon, but
those who were disappointed are
making the remarks, "that they
will get even" so they are surely
due to an old fashioned serenade
when they return home.
Kingsbury, is
one of the popular young ladies
of the County Seat community
and is the eldest daughter of Mr
and Mrs A. W. Drake of near
that place. She has" pne:rt the
greater portion of her life in Har

MASS MEETING HELD
the forenoon will be used for busi
SATURDAY NIGHT ness sessions of the Association
and the afternoon given over to
Assistant District Attorney Arrangements madefor Texas-Ne- the sports committee which is ar
Raymond Tower had an expegames, raranging for base-ba- ll
Stringf
ellow of Raton was in the
rience Saturday evening with
Mexico Highway Ances and many other forms of am
gasoline that he will not soon for county several days last week
nual Meeting
usement.
get and will also convince him and while here had Joe Arrelano
Chairman Gibbs and Secretary
A.
ánd
Springer
arresJones
of
that lanterns and gasoline are
A nice crowd was in attenda- - Hester are vrcrl;ir.g every day to
ted for dynamiting fish in the
not very good friends.
It seems as if Raymond had Canadian west of Ahltt The :nce at the Mass meeting held at make the meeting one great sucgone to the garage to fill his evidence being so conclusive the the Community ilall last batur cess and if we all get behind
car with gasoline and had taken boys plead guilty before Judge day evening and considerable pro them and give them the support
a lantern with him and set it McClure of Mills and were fined gress was made in the outlining we should as well as giving supdown and started to fill the tank $50.00 and costs. This should be of the plans and arrangements port, to the various committees,
of the car from a five gallon can a lesson to those who have been for the Annual Meeting of the the meeting will be a great boost
Meixco Highway
for the Mesa and the whole of
and'in some manner the fumes trying to fish by the use of dy-- 1 Texas-Neas the state law absolotó-- ! sociation which will be held at Harding County. All present wefrom the gasoline reached the
blaze of the lantern with a result ly forbids this method of fishing. Roy. the latter part of September re very enthusiastic in the sucof a blaze in the gasoline can Mr Stringf ellow tells us that he President Mitchell of the Asso cess of the Highway and loud in
and a subsequent explosion set- ;has information that others ha ciation was present and gave a their praise of the work being rimo- flnnnt.v.
'
t
ting the car on fire and throw- lve used this method and if he temporary outline of the work done by the officers of both the mi.ie. groom ht Trf
i
iur mngsDury is
the evident, t.hpv ton done by the Association up to National and State Association.
ing blazing gasoline over Mr To- 'can
:one
of
known yomg
the
best
seconthe
'present
also
told
time and
A motion was made and
will have an opportunity to áp V
wer..-..
;
1
"., appoint .men of Harding County, having
present
those
expec
he
was
that
chairman
ded that the
He managed to put out the pear before "Your Honor."
i
ting a. large numoer oi delegates the following committees; Com come to the mesa a number of
blaze on himself and later extin- '
IfiriA viaitnra of tVio Annual moot. mittee on arrangements, commit- years ago with his mother and
guished the blazing car not until
The Ladies enjoyed a surprise.
However he stated he was tee on Finance, Committee on pu- for several years was clerk in the
considerable damage was done social at the E.J.H. Roy home inff.
v,;a ti
tim blicity, committee on sports and Kingsbury store at the County
nWa
to the car, and he himself had last Tuesday afternoon. Quite
iiewt i.ut later, erected; the rio-- j
date of the meeting as the a reception committee.. .
"
Ir'-- v
received severe burns. He was number of, ladies were present Directors
and has been mana- not
yet
named
had
the
The chairman then asked for ger of it for several years and by
brought to1 the Plumlee' Hospital and all report an excellent eve- of the Board a few days time in appointing of
where his burns were, dressed nmgs entertainment The ladies date, a mojorityf t.avi-the way he is also the accohocüi-tin- g
ti, a
.f
several committees and the
and at present hejs doing nicely. served a lunch during the after- R.L.C. on Route One from
nuaI meeting the latter part of
of time was granted.
One cannot' be too careful with noon
Mosquero.
Lawrence, as we all
beptember, lust. previous to the
the use of a bWé anywhere near
After careful consideration by call him, is one of the boys that
of
Presidate
Taos
the
Fiesta.
gasoline, for the fumes from the
the chairman, the folowing per- went "Over There" in the World
The Methodist people will be- dent. Mitchell also stated that
gas wil cause the blaze to travel
the several War and did his part in helping
temporary markings of the sons were .named on also
to the gasoline. . It is advisaole gin holding regular services in the
asked to win in this great struggle and.
and
he
committees,
would be made previnot to work with gasoline witfiin the corner room of the Lucero Highway
all committees get busy as is a member of the American Lethat
ous to the annual meeting of the
15 feet o fa blaze of any nature. Building, beginning Sunday morsoon as possible and outline their gion Post at Mosquero.
Association and that no doubt
part
of the program.
We believe that in this case
ning July 23rd. Sunday School rxrangments would be made to
The following are members of both the bride and the groom haW. S. Whitt, brotherinlaw 'of will begin promptly at 10 A. M. r,ee that no trouble would be
Sam Strong, is spending a few' and preaching
at the Ute Crek cross- the several committees as appoin ve chosen very wisely and there
11 A.M. and
at
ted by the chairman;
ia n Vifnv fMlnrla irm fmr on
weeks on the mesa. Mr Whitt is
ing to those making the trip.
American home than can be foarrangements:
from Nickerson. Kansas and is 8.30 P.M. The Epworth Legue
on
Committee
The
at the EaM place at
enjoying the cool weather of the wm
Z M. C. Porter, Chairman, Mrs F.S. und in these young people.
7.30 P.M.
mesa.
We have been informed that
rot been completely outlind, but
(Continued on page 8)
after spending a few weeks honeymooning in the mountains-Mand Mrs Kingsbury will be
at home to their many friends at
Mosquero.
The Spanish American extends all the joys that go to make
married life one continued round
Of bliss to the happy couple ard
may their future pathway be filled with flowers.
TM

FISH DYNAMITERS "
ARRESTED

GASOLINE FIRE

j

Mr and Mrs Edgar Floersheim
:gave a farewell party at their home Monday evening to Melville
Floersheim and family. Several
relatives and friends were pre-- i
sent and progressive 500 was indulged in until a late hour. All
present report a fine time .The
host and hostess gave a dainty
lunoiieon during th evening. All
left at a late hour wishing Melville and wife Godspeed in their
new home.

that made Lawrence

gsbury and Ellen Drake man and
wife. Only a few relatives and
friends of the happy couple were
present to witness the ceremony,

I

Mrs

All,

No Joy Riding on his Side of the Fence

.

Roy lost another prominent
family Thursday when Mr and
Mrs Melville Floersheim left for
Taos, N. M. where Melville has
secured an excellent position with the Gerson Gusdorf Company.
Mr and Mrs Foersheim have
been residents of our little city
for many years and have many
mends here who hate to see
them change locations but all
wish them Godspeed in their new
home. Mr and Mrs' Floersheim
have been among our most progressive citizens always helping
in everything that tended to bet- mr cunuiuuiia in i,vy, turn wcmt
sure they will be a valued addition to their new home.
Melville has been appointed
manager of the Hardware Depar
Co.
tment of the
.at a nice salary and we are sure
that he will make good to his
new employees. Here's success to
you Mr and Mrs Melville in your
new home, and though we hate
to lose you, yet may you become PIIDML'n
a great success in your new undertaking and home.
Mr and

ith Charity for

ROY, HARDING COUNTY,NEW MEXICO,
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REV. POPE WRITES

)
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The SPANISH AMERICAN
is in receipt of a letter from Rev
Pope at Grenville, New Mexico,
written under date of July eleventh, wherein he states that the
revival meetings that he is conducting in that city are largely
attended and there is much interest manifest. Rev. Pope also
states that the people have erect
ed a tabernacle seating in the
neighborhood of five hundred
persons in which to hold the services. Evangelist Pope is an eloquent and forceful talker in the
cause of righteousness and the
people of Grenville are to be congratulated in getting him to hold
the revival campaign in their
good little city.
.

THE BOXING EXHIBITION
'The "boxing match staged by
the Roy Junior Ease ball team
last Friday evening was poorly
attended, but the boys put on
some very good contests, that
went to show that several of the
yungsters of the town are very
promising glove artists. The first event of the evening was a 3
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SEED WHEAT

round bout between Leon Wade
and Young Scheirer, which resulted in a draw ; then followed a
3 round bout by Cecil Wade and
Harry Lee Judy which also result
ed in a draw. The third number
on the programme was by Murl
and Ivan Johnson which went for
five rounds also, during which
event they had plenty of time to
jfive each other a good beating.
This event also ended by being
called a draw. The main bout of
the epening was between Guy
"Wade and Elmer Beabout which
went for eight rounds.
Each
one of the fighters floored the

believe that arrangements will soon be made for procuring a supply
of seed Wheat for the farmers on this Mesa.
The wheat will be purchased as cheaply as possible, and sold to you at
cost, for which a note and mortgage will be taken, due after harvest in
1923, The parties who are furnishing this money do not expect to make
a penny out of the transaction,, but will require that each note be signed
by two responsible sureties.
v"vTe

Watch this space for further announcements.- In the meatime, write us
how many acres you will want to seed this fall; when you will want the
wheat, also make your arrangements for sureties if the- - wheat is wanted
on credit.
-

other during the argument, but

they always showed their game-nes- s
by coming back, until at the
end of the eighth round each of
them were on the verge of exhaustion. The decision in this

fracas was given to young Wade

altho Beabout gave him a real

run for his laurels. The fans in
Attendance enjoyed the sport a
great deal and it is our opinion
that it the" boys decide to stage

Floersheim Mereaittife Cbmpariy

another exhibition of this nature

that they will have a much

largwill conse-

er attendance, and it
quently ' be a greater " success
fron a financial standpoint , "'
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Edgar J. Floersheim and Mrs
Floersheim went to Wagon Mound Thursday where they will visit for a few days. They will also
visit at Koehler, Trinidad, Denver and other points before their,
return.
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Mr and Mrs S. E. Paxton aré
enjoying a visi t from Mr and
Mrs C. W. Davidson of Los Angeles, California. Mrs Davidson
is a sister of Mrs Paxton. The
Davidson's will spend several
weeks on the mesa before returning to their California home.
MOTHER OF H. STONE DEAD

Henrv Stone rerpivpi! a Ma- gram Wednesday evening statins
that his mother had passed a-way at FUeblO during the afternoon. No narticuiars were statwl
in the telegram. Mr Stone was at
Rosebud and M. N. Baker drove
over to Rosebud Wednesday night arriving at Roy Thursday
morning and R. Kilmurray took
Mr Stone to Pueblo in his car.,
immediately after he, arrived in
Roy. Mrs Stone was well known
here, having visited here quite
often. Full particulars will ap- pear in text weeks paper. .;;
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INSURANCE MAN IS
ENTHUSED OVER IT

Had Your Iron Today?

lYF f I las. AllA

Gains 14 Pounds Taking Tanlac and
Is Restored to Finest Health.

XS d
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By BOOTH TARKINGTON
Copyright by Doubleday, Page 6 Company
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CHAPTER XII. Continued.
15

The Delicious Bread
--of Energy and Iron

I"

bread twice weekly on your,
SERVE raisin
three reasons:
1. Flavor; 2. Energy; 3. Iron
You remember how good a generously filled,
raisin bread can be. Your grocer
or baker can supply a loaf like this.
Insist if he hasn't one he can get it for you.
d
bread is full of luscious seeded
d
raisins rich in energizing nutrii
ment in practically predigested form.
Raisins also furnish fatigue-resistin- g
iron
for the blood.
Serve plain raisin bread at dinner or as a
(tasty fruited breakfast toast with coffee.
Make delicious bread pudding with leftover slices. No need to waste a crumb of
raisin bread.
Begin this week the habit of raisin bread
twice weekly in your home, for raisin bread is
both good and good for you.
full-fruit-

Full-fruite-

Sun-Mai-

,

snow-covere-

"

temporized

Dept.

Blue Package

y

In chorus, even

"Who? Who? Who?" they chanted.
"Who? Who? Who says there ain't
golu' to be no war?"

RaísíllS

Make delicious bread, pies, puddings,
cakes, etc. Ask your grocer for them. Send
.
for free book of tested recipes.

Raisin Growers

Sun-Mai- d

battle-cr-

as they fought the most wildly.

Sun-Mai- d

Seeded

Ramsey looked dogged. "I'm not
goln' around always arguln' about
everything when arguln' would just
hurt people's feelings about something
they're all excited about, and wouldn't
do a bit o good In the world and you
know yourself Just talk hardly ever
settles anything so I don't "
"Aha!" Fred cried. "I thought sol
Now you listen to me"
"I won't.
But at this moment they were Inter
rupted. Someone slyly opened
door,
and a snowball deftly thrown from
without caught Ramsey upon the back
of the neck and head, where It flat
tened and displayed Itself as an orna
mental star. Shouting fiercely, both
boys sprang up, ran to the door, were
caught there Ik a barrage of snowballs,
ducked thro?h It in spite of all damage, charged upon a dozen besweatered
figures awaiting them and began a mad
battle lfi the blizzard. Some of their
opponents treacherously joined them
and turned upon the ambushers.
In the dusk the merry conflict
d
waged up and down the
lawn, and the combatants threw and
threw, or surged back and forth, or
clenched and toppled over into snowbanks, yet all coming to chant an ex-

Membership 13fl00
Fresno, Calif.
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from Washington today I I tell you,
"No," said Ramsey. "I never was
" He paused, fearing
I've spent the meanest afternoon I much of a
ever dtd In my life, and I guess It's that he might be repeating himself,
been pretty much the same with all of and too hastily amended his Intention.
us. The worst of It la, It looks as "I never liked any girl enough to go
though there Isn't a thing In the world and call on her."
we can do. The country's been be"Ramsey Mllholland!"
she cried.
trayed by a few blatherskites and "Why, when we were In school half
boneheads that had the power to do It, the room used to be talking about how
and all we can do we've Just got to you and that pretty Milla"
stand It But there's some Americans
"No, nol" Ramsey protested, again
that arent Just standing It, and. I too hurriedly. "I never called on her,
want to tell you a lot of 'em are men We
Just went walking."
from the universities, just like us.
A moment later his color suddenly
They're over there right now; they
became flery. "I don't mean I mean
haven't said much they Just packed
" he stammered. "It was walking,
up and went They're flying for France
of course I mean we did go out walkEngland
and for
and for Canada;
walking like like
they're fighting under every flag on ing, but It wasnt
He concluded with a fit of
the right side of the western front; this."
to rack him.
and they're driving ambulances at coughing which seemed
threw
Dora
back
her
head and
Verdun and ammunition trucks at the
Somme. Well, there's going to be a lot laughed delightedly. "Don't you apolo
more American boys on all these Jobs gize 1" she said. "I didn't when I said
mighty soon, on account of what those it seemed to me that we've gone walk
men did In congress today. If they ing so often, when in reality It's only
altogether. I think I
won't give us-chance to do some- four or five times
explain,
can
I think It came
though:
thing under our own flag, then we'll
have to go and do It under some other partly from a feeling I have that I can
flag; ánd I want to tell you I'm one rely on you that you're a good, solid,
that's going to go I Til stick It out in reliable sort of person. I remember
college up to Easter, and then If from the time we were little children,
there's still no chance to go under the you always had a sort of worried, hon
Stars and Stripes I'll maybe have to est look In school, and you used to
make a dent In your forehead you
go under the flag my
fought against In 1770, meant it. for a frown whenever I
caught your eye. You hated me so hon
but, anyhow, I'll go!"
estly,
and you were so honestly afraid
It was in speaking to

Ramsey of this
declaration that Dora said Fred was a
"dangerous firebrand." They were
taking another February walk, but the
CHAPTER XIII.
February was February, 1917 ; and the
So everywhere over the country, that day was dry and sunny. "It's just
about a year ago," she said.
winter of 1916, there were
boys skylarking at college, or on
"What is V Ramsey asked.
the farms ; and in the towns the
"That first time we went walking.
young machinists snowballed one an- - Don't you remember?"
"Oh, that day? Yes, I remember it
other as they came from the shops;
while on this Sunday of the "frat" was snowing."
snow fight probubly several hundreds
"And so cold and blowy !" she added.
of thousands of youthful bachelors, be- "It seems a long time ago. I like walktween the two oceans, went walking, ing with you, Ramsey. You're so quiet
like Ramsey each with a girl who and solid I've always felt I could talk
could forget the weather. Yet boys
of nineteen and In the twenties were
not
all the time that winter and that spring and that summer.
Most of them knew long, thoughtful
moments, as Ramsey did, when they
seemed to be thinking not of girls or
work or play nor of anything around
them, but of some more vital matter
or prospect. And at such times they
were grave, but not ungentle.
For the long strain was on the counttry; underneath all its outward seeming of things going on as usual there
shook a deep vibration, like the air
trembling to vast organ pipes In dia
pasons too profound to reach the ear
as sound ; one felt, not heard, thunder
In the ground under one's feet. The
light-hearte- d

light-hearte- d

Naval Testing Ground.
The long-fe- lt
need of the Navy department for a place where new Inventions that "looked good" might be
tried out Is being met with an experimental research laboratory, down the
Potomac river, seven miles from the
Washington navy yard, on the grounds
of the Bellevtie magazine, which Is ex-- "
pected to be In operation this summer.
The new plant which Is primarily
for research purposes and particularly
as a development laboratory, will
probably devote a great deal of attention to radio work.
Is not worth while to let our
perfections disturb us always.
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Radio
Dealers
Making
Money
You can secure complete Information about this new and lucrative
business by reading regularly

Sure Relief

Radio Merchandising
Magazine

Semi-Month- ly

FOR .HDIGESTIOÍI

of the cRfidio Industry
It I replete with exactly the
mation that the

infordealer, and pros-

pective dealer, requires. One dollar
will bring it to you for four months
Three dollars a year.

Radio Publishing Corporation
Incorporated
Dept.26, 342 Madison Ave,New York City
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New Building Material.
At Marrero, La., there has been
erected a factory for mnking building material from sugar cane bagasse,
the equipment of the mill Is very
much like that In a paper factory. The
bagasse Is chipped,
cooked and
washed, and then sent to beaters,
where It is worked lip until the fibers
are of the proper length. A special
machine converts the pulp Into board
and this Is dried foi four hours,
emerging as a finished product, quite
dry and hard. It is known as celotex,
and can be worked just like wood, and
Is solid and homogeneous.
Scientific
American.
succession of diplomatic notes came
to an end after the torpedoing of the
Sussex; and at last the tricky ruling
Free for Our Readers.
We have made arrangements where- Germans In Berlin gave their word to
by every housewife who reads this murder no more, and people said, "This
paper can obtain a copy of "Reliable means peace for America, and all is
Recipes" absolutely free of charge by well for us,"
but everybody knew In
simply writing the Home Economics
Department of the Calumet Baking his heart that nothing was well for
Powder Co., 4100-2- 8
Fillmore Street, us, that there was no peace.
They said, "All Is well," while that
Chicago, 111.
"Reliable Recipes" contains 76 pages thunder in the ground never ceased
of recipes and other information ap- it grew deeper and heavier till all
preciated by every housewife. It is America shook with it and it became
illustrated in colors and will prove slowly audible as the voice of the old
quite helpful In preparing the dally American soil, a soil wherein lay those
menu.
who had defended It aforetime, a soil
We have also made arrangements
with the Calumet Baking Powder Co. that bred those who would defend It
whereby their Home Economics De- again, for it was theirs ; and the meanpartment will cheerfully answer all ing of It Life, Liberty, and the Pur
questions pertaining to cooking, suit of Happiness was theirs, and
kitchen equipment, etc. There Is ab- theirs to defend. And they knew they
solutely no charge for this service.
would defend it, and that more than
Write the Home Economics Depart- the glory of a Nation was at stake.
ment of the Calumet Baking Powder The Freedom of Man was
at stake. So,
Co., 4100-2Fillmore St., Chicago, m.,
today for a copy of "Reliable Recipes." gradually, the sacred thunder reached
the ears of the young men and gave
Advertisement.
them those deep moments that came to
them whether they sat In the classReal Sport.
room or the counting-room- ,
or walked
Knlcker Fond of camping?
Subbubs Yes, It's a relief to see with the plow, or stood to the machine,
so many bugs and flies I don't have or behind the ribbon counter. Thus
the thunder shook them and tried them
to kill.
and slowly came into their Uves and
The more undesirable a reputa'tloi. changed everything for them.
Hate of the Germans was not bred;
the harder It Is to lose.
but a contempt for what Germany had
shown In lieu of a national heart; a
contempt as mighty and as profound
as the resolve that the German way
and the German will should not pre
vail In America, nor In any country of
the world that would be free. And
when the German kaiser laid his com
mand upon America, that no American
should take his ship upon the free
seas, death being the penalty for any
who disobeyed, then the German kaiser
Sure Relief got his answer, not only to this new
law he had made for us, but to many
other thoughts of his. Yet the answer was for some time delayed.
25$ and 75$ Packages. Everywhere
There was a bitter Sunday, and Its
bitterness went everywhere, to every
place in the whole world that held
high and generous hearts. Its bitterness came to the special meeting In
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the "frat hall," where there were
hearts, indeed, of that right sort, and
one of them became vocal In its bitter
ness. This was the heart of Fred
Mitchell, who was now an authority,
being president of. the Junior class,
ctalrman of the Prom committee, and
other things pleasant to be and to live
for at his age.
"For me, brothers," he said, "I think
I'd a great deal rather have been shot
'Jirongh the head than heard the news

I

"I Never Liked Any Girl Enough to
Go and Call on Her."

to you Just anyhow I pleased, and you
wouldn't mind. I'll miss these walks
with you when we're out of college."
He chuckled. "That's funny I"
"Why?"
"Because we've only taken four be
sides this: two last year, and another
week before last, and another last
week. This Is only the fifth."
"Good gracious! Is that all? It
seemed to me we'd gone ever so
often !" She laughed. "I'm afraid you
won't think that seems much as If I'd
liked going, but I really have. And,
by the way, you've never called on me
at all, Perhaps It's because I've forgotten to ask you."
"Oh, no," Ramsey said, and scuffed
his shoes on the path, presently explaining rather huskily that he "never
was much of a caller" ; and he added,
or anything."
"Well, you mu9t come If you ever
care to," she said, with a
graclousness.
"The Dorm chaperon
sits there, of course, but ours is a Jolly
one and you'd like her. You've prob
ably met her Mrs. Hustings? when
you've called on other girls at our old
shop."
blg-slst-

I wouldn't see it!"

"Oh, no no "
"Oh, yes yes!" she laughed, then
grew serious.
"My feeling about you
that you were a person to be relied
on, I mean I think It began that evening In our freshman year, after the
Lusltania, when I stopped you on the
campus and you went with me, and I
couldn't help crplng, and you were so
nice and quiet. I hardly realized then
that it was the first time we'd ever
really talked together of course I did
all the talking ! and yet we'd known
each other so many years. I thought
of It afterward. But what gave me
such a different view of you, I'd always thought you were one of that
truculent sort of boys, always Just
bursting for a fight; but you showed
me you'd really never had a fight In
your Ufe and hated fighting, and that
you sympathized with my feeling about
war." She stopped speaking to draw
In her breath with a sharp sigh. "Ah,
don't you remember what I've told you
all along?
How It keeps coming
closer and closer" and now It's almost
here I Isn't It unthinkable? And what
can we do to stop It, we poor few who
feel that we must stop It?"
"Well " Ramsey began uncomfortably. "Of course I
"You can't do much," she said. "I
know. None of us can. What can any
little group do? There are so few of
us among the undergraduates and
only one In the whole faculty. All the
rest are for war. But we mustn't give
up ; we must never feel afterward that
we left anything undone; we must
fight to the last breath 1"
"'Fight'?" he repeated wonderlngly,
then chuckled.
"Oh, as a figure of speech," she said,
Impatiently.
"Our language Is full of
barbaric figures left over from the
dark ages. But, oh, Ramsey!" she
touched his sleeve "I've heard that
Fred Mitchell Is saying that he's going
to Canada after Easter, to try to get
Into the Canadian aviation corps. If
it's true, he's a dangerous firebrand, I
think. Is It true?"
"I guess so. He's been talking that
way, some."
"But why do you let him talk that
way?" she cried. "He's your rommate;
surely you have more influence with
him than anybody else has. Couldn't
you "
He shook his head slowly, while upon
his face the faintly Indicated modelings of a grin hinted of an Inner
laughter at some surreptitious thought.
"Well, you" know, Fred says himself
sometimes, I don't seem to be much of

I"

a talker exactly!"
"I know. But don't you see? That
sort of thing Is contagious. Others will
think they ought to go If he does ; he's
popular and quite a leader. Can't you
do anything with him?"
She waited for him to answer.
"Can't you?" she insisted.
The grin had disappeared and Ramsey grew red again.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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RELICS OF THE AGES LONG PAST
it- -

Three of the Most Remarkable That the Whole World

England

Ha

Has to Offer.
A loaf of bread more than 600 years
old, It is said, is to be found at Ambas-ton- ,
In Derbyshire, England.
It was
Included In a grant of land from the
crown in the reign of King John, and
has remained In the Soar family ever
since.
Almost as great a curiosity as this
Is a house 1,100 years of age, and yet
fit for habitation. This old dwelling,
the oldest inhabited house In England,
was built In the time of King Offa of
Mercla. It if octagonal in shape, the
walla of Its lower story being of great

"Tanlac has restored my health and
built me up fourteen pounds In
weight," said H. W. Morrison, 4768
Thrush Ave., St. Louis, Mo., agent for
the National Life Insurance Co.
"Two years ago my stomach went
wrong and I could not eat anything
without suffering agony afterwards
from heart palpitation and shortness
of breath. Some nights I was In so
much misery my wife had to get up
and try to get me some relief. My
health got to be so poor I had to stay
in bed for weeks at a time.
"What Tanlac has done for me is
nothing short of wonderful.
I now
eat anything I want, sleep fine, and
am working full time every day; In
fact, I'm In splendid health. I can't
praise Tanlac too highly."
Tanlac is sold by all good druggists.
LAST

IN

LINE

OF DEFENSE

Recruit's Answer Offers an Explanation of Why Some Army Drill-- .
masters Go Insane.
The sergeant major was reaching
the end of his patience In his examination of the recruit's squad.
"For the last time," he yelled, going
almost purple in the face, "I ask you
the simple question : 'What is a fortification?'"
Shoulders dropped and with faces
void of intelligence as a vacuum of air,
the recruits stood fast as a man. No
one answered,
Rushing up to the most Intelligent-lookin- g
man, the irate N. C. O. bawled :
"Tell me, my man, what is a fortifica'

tion?"
The answer came like a cork out
of a bottle:
"Two twentlflcations, sir!" London
Answers.
About the Cook.
"Has your cook been with you
long?"
"With us?" She has been
against us since the start." London
Mail.
One of the joys of going way for
the summer Is coming back for the
winter.

SUCH PAINS AS

THIS WOMAN HAD
Two Months Could Not Torn in Bed.
Lydia . Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Finally Restored Health

'I

Seattle, Washington.
had drag-gin- g
pains first and could not stand on
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil my feet, then I had
chills and fever and

.

W

''1

such

pains in

my

right side and a hard
lump there. I could
not turn myself in
bed and could not
sleep. I was this way
for over two months,
trying everything
any one told me, until my sister brought
me a bottle of Lydia
a
E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound. I took it regularly until all the hard pains had left me and I
was able to be up and to do my work
again. The hard lump left my Bide and
I feel splendid in all ways. I know of
many women it has helped," Mrs. G.
Richardson, 4640 Oreas St, Seattle,

Ifei.ill

Washington.
This is another case where Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
brouehtresultsafter'trvineevervthinff
any one told me" had failed.
If you are suffering from pain, ner
vousness and are always tired; if yon
are low spirited and good for nothing,
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. You may not only relieve
the present distress, but prevent the
development of more serious trouble.

DON'T
DESPAIR
If you are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

G0LDMEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for the nam Cold Medal on every bos
and accept no imitation

Cuticura Soap
SHAVES
Without Mug

thickness.
The unner nart la of onir
At one time the house was fortified
and known by the name of St German's Gate. It stands close to the
Catlrara Soap to the favorito foriaf ety rasor ihav.BC.
River Ver, and only a few yards from
St. Albans abbey.
restore frnjr or
.
A marriage proposal 8,400 years of
aair to
color, dou't nao
age Is In existence In the British
dyeita daorer
museum.
Oct a bottle of
It Is the oldest marriage
Color Restorer
Sate aa water
proposal of which there is any definite appir ItBalr
ana wateu resulto. At ail ffooa urugKwa,
Ciaaim. Mssi.Te.
record. It consists, of about ninety-eig- ftc,or direct from
lines of very fine cuneiform writ- YOUB CHANCE EXCLUSIVE AGENCY
ing, and is on a small clay tablet made offered for your town. Wonderful poaslbüttiea
mane easy money in apare lime selling
of Nile mud. ' It Is a marriage pro- to
newly Invented popular priced corselstt.
Universally
adopted by all women. Sells at
posal of a Pharaoh for the hand of eight.
KAY 8AI.KH
Writs for particulars.
the daughter of the king of Babylon. CO., Boom 820, 1123 Broadway, NEW YORK.
was
written about the year 1530
It
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
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BIG REVIVAL MEETING IN
PROGRESS AT MILLS

BAPTIST MEETING

THE

,

The Baptists of Mills announ
The big revival meeting that
a, special series, of meetings to.
';'
t v
Published By
"7':':, """"5
l
be, held in the Scnonersteaai was previously announced in the
!
A. began at Mills Thursday
buildinsr. in that city í rom July
PRINTING COMPANY
THE
Rev evening and large attendance is
thirtieth.
July
to
twentieth
Editor
GL
Associate
Johnson,
Wm.
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
F.. C. Dick of Raton will nave reported.
;
Rev. Dick of Raton is conduct
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance. ;i charge of the services and will
do the preaching, while Kev. ira ing the revival and is asisted by
and wife of Estancia, Rev. Ira Harrison and wife of
matter at the post office in Roy N.. M, Harrison
Entered as second-clas-s
Mexico, will conduct the Estancia, who have charge of the
New
Registered August 27, 1912.
special music. Services will be musical part of the services. A
held at ten o'clock m tne morn- cordial invitation is extended to
ings and at eisrht o'dock in the everyone on the Mesa to attend
CAFETERIA EDUCATION
CANT POOL FARM BUREAU
evenings during the term of the these meetings and you have the
assurance of hearing some of the
meetings.
As some fifty percent of the
We learn through the "New
strongest sermons delivered at
tab money collected is used for
York World" that "Congress
of Sabinoso, Mills in recent years.
Lujan
Cipriano
the $16,000,000 Farm Fed- purposes of our schools and pub was attending to business in our
D. M. Martinez of Carrizo was
eration Lobby," this in a "special lic educatin, our school system city Monday.
disnatch" which might even be is receiving the thoughtful atten
in town Monday on business. We
deliberately aimed at the distrac- tion of business men to a greater
W. L. Brockman and son Har- are of the opinion that D. M.
tion of The American Farm Bur-ea- u extent than ever before.
of a
ry ofeast of Mills were in town would make a cracker-jac- k
Federation, now found very
discounty
commissiner
this
for
to
business.
attending
Monday
best
of
the
All
favor
in
are
annoying to certain members of possible school system. The day
to
likely
be
very
and
he
is
trict
the national legislature who spe- has arrived however when there Ab Wagner was down j from the nominee for this important
e.
ak for interests opposed to
is a division of opinion as to how his ranch east of Mills Monday. position.
far our public universities shou- Mr. Wagner will soon be a resiA great hue and cry is raised ld go in enlarging the variety of dent of oür little city.
John Schneider, a prominent
about the enormous salaries paid subjects which may be added to
farmer of this mesa, and who
to the personnel of the Farm Bu- their courses.
Pearl McKinney of Tucumcari, has been coming to town very
reau Federation. J. R. Howard,
n horse back, decided the
soent
several days last week in
Further there is a growing sen visitinz with her friend Miss other day to let his stock rest
the president, is quoted as receiving $15,000 a year, and the timent against the practice of Jeanette Lusk of this place.
a while, and he rturchased a nice
secretary Mr. Cloverdale, receiv- adding innumerable free courses
Ford runabout for his future
es $12,000; the treasurer and in our state universities coveringis down use.
Leatherman
Ernest
da- j
assistant secretary get $8,060; everything from
at Mosquero this week unloading
to
vaudeville.
ncmg
$12,000
director,
Silver,
Gray
the
Rev Cooke preached to a large
sand for the new school building
audience at the Christian Church
and so runs the list covering the
The cost to the taxpayers is at that place.
department of marketing, the running into the millions and the
both morning and evening Sun
legal demartment, the informa- question is becoming more perRev. Massagee and family are day. Several additions to the
tion department and so on.
sistent, "Are the legitimate func visiting with relatives in Texas church were made at each of the
It is shown that approximately tions of state institutions being this week. They expect to be services. In the evening bapt$75,000 a year is spent in salar- exceeded? Should the state tea away frdm the Mesa for four or ism services were held and seven
converts were baptised in the
ies. These "startling figures" ch free of charge all the various five weeks.
mav frizhten the farmer, who courses of the arts and the projaptistry of the church.
has no conception of such fobul- - fessions? Should not a public
The village dads hooked a gas
base
ous salaries, and perhaps he may university concern itself, more oline engine onto the city well The Wagon Mound-Ro- y
revolt, is of course the hope.
with the esentials of a sound edu Monday and the water fills the ball game scheduled for last SunAs a fact, the cost of the whole cation?
tanks now whether the wind is day faiVd to materialize as it
Dersonnel does not foot up to the
blowing or not.
was impossible for the visitors
One distinguished scholar or
salary of any one of a hundred
to get here for some unknown
statesman should be of
heads of the great business or brilliant
Mr.
and
reason. Next Sunday, July 23rd
Mrs.
Sullivan
Mr.
and.
university
than
more worth to a
Mosquero,
of
Keller
arid
our boys will journey to Maxwell
Mrs.
ganizaions who would like to des
gradud
thousands of
and endeavor to repeat the per
troy the Farm Bureau Federa- ates, some of whom owe their de- were in town Friday evening
the
home
formance of giving that team a
from
to
their
or
farm
to
to
the
athletics
tion, put an end
cree principally
ood trouncing as was done a
Mills.
Convention
at
bloc and yank the tiller of the expertness in dancing.
couple of. weeks ago.
soil back into the .yoke.
Fewer subjects and sounder
S. E. Pelphrey, prominent conIt i said the Bureau has graft- would give us fewer students tractor of French, was a business Senator T. E. Mitchell of Aled itself upon the Federal organ- and better.
visitor in Roy Saturday. He has bert, was in town Saturday and
the contract for the Solano sch- .vhile here attended the mass
ization ; made possible the Smith '
Roy
of
people
of
ool building and intends to push meeting which was held in the
the
A number
Lever act ; and is now the dictatweek
the work to completion as rapid- Community hall to make the
or of the farm bloc. If that be are in the mountains this
necessary arrangements for the
ly
as pssible
cool breezes of the
so, then Senators who form the enjoying the
Texas-NeMexico Highway As
"bloc have operated much more mountain air.: Most of them are
Walter Schneider, one of our sociation meeting which is to be
'efficiently in the interest of the fishing up at Eagle Nest Dam prosperous farmers of northeast held in Roy in September. The
in the Taos of Roy, was trading in town last Senator is president of this road
Tieart of America than the inde- while some are up
Monday. He reports that his body and he tells us that the
country.
j. ,
pendents who roll the pork barrel
crop of corn and beans are look- meeeting that is to be held here
without dictaion.
fine but could stand some will be of much importance and
ing
A. I. (Shorty) Burleson, popuIf there is anything wrong
more
that he expects several hundred
rain at the present time.
candidate for 'the county
'
visitors to the city for the meet.
with it will be corrected, but the lar
assessor office before the DemoGeorge Mitchell and family
body will not be disintigratéd. cratic Convention, has been conThe farmer has Just felt his ditioning himself for the politi left for Dawson this week where NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
with
strength. He is merely stretch- cal race the past ten days by George has a good position
company,
Shoe
ranch
Horse
the
othand
speckled
Department of the Interior
trout
chasing
,,
ing at the present time.
The S. A. will keep them inform U:. S. Land Office at Clayton,
er mountain stream fish.
, In spite of his three hundred ed a3 to the happenings of the 1 Tew Mexico, June 22, 1922.
J. E. Emerson and family of pounds avoirdupois he made all Mpsa. while they are at the coal
NOTICE is hereby given that
Dawson came down last Monday of the Taos county bills on high mining town.
David N. Livingston, of Solano,
in their new Dodge car and will and led Seth Paxton, Fred Brown
county, New Mexico,
7..'i.faced LHarding
spend a few weeks here with and C. L. Justice in a real
For sale
ihree white
ho, on February 21st, 1919,
friends and relatives.
mce test. Shorty states that he cows, two with calves, S35 each made Additional Homestead En
not .miss another political Four good Jersey cows, three of try, No 025716, for NWI4-Sthem fresh and one to.be fresh
i,
Sec. 27, '
County
ii
and
and has himself in
neeting
Spivey
i
Sheriff
'
to make a clean race for soon at $50 each. One Majestic
NEij.; Section 28, TownClerk Anderson were up froir
range for $25. Inquire at Black ship 18 N., Range 25 E., N. M.
Mosquero Tuesday on business.- - he office he is seeking.
Lake ranch ; six and a half miles P. Meridian, has filed notice of
northeast of Mosquero.
intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to
Baker & Scheier, local agents the land above described, before
for the Ford Motor Company,
F. Hi Foster, U; S. Commission;
a car load of Ford autos er, at his office at Roy, "New
Richest man in the world pose? for this
and trucks last week. They are Mexico, on the first (1) day of
ertainly a fine- - looking lot of August, 1922;:'
$
':v
8
picture at
.vl;'
cars and they are being sold at
witnesses:
Claimant
names
as
the lowest prices in the history John Myers,- J. R." Livingston,
of
the Ford company. Several of and O. D. Davis all of Solano,
l
,
Hem have already been sold so
New Mexico, and Oscar Kidd of
if you have been contemplating Roy, New Mexico.
the purchase of a car you had
H. II. Errett,
best see them at once.
,
Register.
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James X Christ man
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Driller a ad Contractor

vDeep Holes a Specialty ,
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts
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ROY. NEW MEXICO

GLASSES

re-.se-

We rae now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye you. can get
any where.

ThePlumlee Hospital

agri-cultur-

bare-legg-

Roy,

:-

::

-:

N.M.

Mosquero Abstract anil Title Company

ed

(Incorporated and Bonded.)

;

ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.

,

Mosquero, New Mexico.

,

half-bake-

en-rou-

te

e. f.

henry;

CONTRACTOR

Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Clayton

U. S.
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New Mexico.
July 12th, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
Daniel Laumbach, of Roy, Hard
ing County, New Mexico, who on
September 11, 1918, made Addi- tional Homestead Entry? No.

t

it

024387,

í

á
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John D. Rockefeller attended church at Tarrytown, N. Y.", on Sunday)
following his 83d birthday. July . He made it the octasion to do his
bit for humanity, even though it caused him t6 break ft rulé of long
anding of not posing for pictures. He bargained wjitfc newspaper
men, agreeing to pose for this special picture if they; would attend
church with .him. t.ú.heaült, not wealth, that now, inttmU thttetired
.

SEI4-- S

4,

Section 33, Township 18 N,
W,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,

m

4

.

SW4--

,

.

has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H Foster, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 22 day
of August, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. J. Laumbach and Benancio
Madrid of Solano, New Mexico,
find Alejandro Maestas and Webb
Kidd of Roy, New Mexico.

HH. Errett,
Register.
.

.

.

í

have

r

as ypu have earned it. ,
'
... Suddenly a flood "of hard kick comes
rolling toward you .
t

Will

you

be

overwhelmed

by

Q
P

it

BANK of ROY

U. S.

try, No. 024160, for

SW&-N-

Sec. 22.

Nio-S-

We have secured the

W

S12-N- E

SE
lt; Sectioft 21, Township 18 N.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. .Meridian
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
described before F. H.
Foster, U.' S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on the first (1) day of August,
14,

ANNOUNCING

En

made

Section 29. NE Vl,

Í,
NWI4-SWI-

h'T
;

for

WV2-SEV-

N

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Inferior
Land, Office at Clayton,
Ney Mexico June 21, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
James R. Livingston, of Solano,
Harding county, New Mexico,
who 0.n,?Ptenbr' Ut,h' d8'

been walking in the
prosperity.
of
fields
Youth and
steems secure.
strength are careless . and , for,You have spent money
getful.

YOU

SElá-NW-

H,

EI2-SWI- 4,

tn

and FORDSON

ve

1922.

.

Claimant names as witnésses:
John Myers, O. D. Davis, and
D. N. Livingston all of Solano,
New Mexico and Oscar Kidd of
Roy, NewMeKico.
H. H, Errett,
,

Register
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VNIVIKSAt CAB

Authorized Sales & Service
We invite you to call and inspect the New
:

FORD CARS & TRUCKS
We have just received: '
PUT IN YOUR ORDER EARLY

'

"

We promise you absolutely square dealing
combined with efficient service.
,

Baker & Scheier

:

Rov,,Hdng

The Spanlsh.Araerieaw.

3

;

We can offer the
public

Also anything in the line of Groceries.
Nice clean stock to choose from. Our Grocery
.'
stock is marked to sell.
;

'

MEN

aw. i

111

MARKET
DEVELOPING
FOR OUR PRODUCTS

yet heard of

-

aOlEIMS

Mr and Mrs C. W. McNeill are
enjoying a visit from their dau
ANNOUNCEMENT
ghter Same, who lormeriy uvea
at Mosquero and attended school
I hereby announce myself a
here but who now lives in Kans. candidate for Sheriff, subject to
Mrs J. B. Duvall and sons re- the action of the Democratic
I
J
I
.".
turned from their trip to the Convention of Harding County
U
mountains Sunday morning and If nominated and elected I promreport having passed over some ise to conduct the office strictly
wonderful country and enjoyed on a business basis with economy
a great outing.
of County Government as my
.,
State Audi tor. Whittier,: from chief aiui.
Henry
W.
Farmer.
,
r
town
week
in
this
was
Santa Fe
looking over the new county reANNOUNCEMENT
cords, glancing through the difof
various
accounts
the
ferent
A
I hereby announce myself as
offices and otherwise looking after the states interests at the' a candidate for County Assessor
of Harding County, New Mexico,
county seat.
subject to the action of the De'
County Agent Strong, drove mocratic Convention. If nominaBusiness expansion is by no means haphazard.
into Mosquero this week and has ted and elected, I pledge myself
gotten busy on the job as counIt entails study and research. That our
ty agricultural agent and is bu- ties of said office without favor
country may win in the race for world trade
sily getting things lined up for to anyone, and at a minimum of
the Department of Commerce keeps its agents, abroad
a strenuous campaign of hard expense to taxpayers .
to search business opportunities. The details of their
work in getting Harding County
work are brought out in the seventh of a series of.
A. I. (Shorty) Burleson
placed on the list of the banner
folders on Ourvl Government which we are disfarming counties of the state.
tributing each month. The complete series gives a
account of Our
ANNOUNCEMENT
highly' interesting and
Mr Strong, is an old timer in
you.
to
advantages
its
and.
Government
this part of the country, born
I hereby announce myself a
and raised in the state, has a candidate for Sheriff .subject to
Send your name and address and we shall mail you
thorough knowledge of it's
the action of the Democratic
the stories issued previously and each pamphlet pubof soil and climate ánd Convention of Harding County,
lished ia the faturtMMie every month.
being well educated along 'his New "Mexico. If it is the will of
chosen line of experience will no the people of Harding .County,
doubt succeed in his new field I will serve them without fear
of work.
or favor and to the best of my
System
knowledge
and ability.
. Member Federal Reserve
Saturday evening at 7 o'clock
James S. Christman
at the residence of Mr and Mrs
A. W. Drake, in the presence of
ANNOUNCEMENT'
a few, friends. Judge- A. H. Mc- lothlin performed the ceremony
that made man and wife of two This is to announce 'that IT.
The Village dads held a meet- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of Mosquero's leading and promi- M. Warner is a candidate for
nent young people,; , Miss Ellen shenff of Harding County, N.M. ing Monday evening and had a
Drake and Mr Lawrence Kings- - subject to the action of tho De number of reports read and apDepartment of the Interior
bury Miss Ellen was á product mocratic County Convention. He proved; also ordered some equipU. S. Land Office at Clay
oí Harding County, having come promises if nominated and elec- ment for the water works. They
ton, N. M.
'
here when but a small child and ted, that he will give the people also considered bids oh the lay- ;
June 15th, 1922
Mosquehaving been raised near
the best that is in him. ' Adv. ing of mains, but the Board felt Notice is hereby given
that
ro. Mr Kingsbury has likewise
that all bids were too high and Leandro'
Archuleta, of Roy, Harbeen a resident of Harding Couopen
bids
present
the
left
for
the
NOTICE
nty since early childhood and haThey also decided to charge for ding Co, New Mexico, who, on
19th, 1920, made addi
ving grown up here on the mesa
the
watering of cattle and horses JanuaryHomestead
To
the
voters
of
Harding
tional
Entry No.02&-355-,
ciis known to practically every
County, N. M. Republicans, De- here same was made a daily prafor
Sec. 35.
tizen in the whole neighborhood.
ctice by those living in the town
Sec; 34. NW14,
The wedding was a success, their mocrats and ladies voters of Har limits.
,'
ding County have insisted on me '
:,
SWi4,
Section 85,
marriedjlife ia bound to be a big- runninff
for sheriff of Hardin or The rate charged will be $1.00 Township 19N, Range 25E, N.M.
ger success and the only thing
and wish to announce to per month per.,, head. However P. Meridian, has filed notice of
that we dont like about the who- County
í
does not pertain to farmers intention to make.; Final Three
le matter is the way that the tne public tnat have decided to this
run
any
one living outside of the Year, Proof, to establish claim
for
or
-.
sheriff
poregardless
of
newly, married couple slipped off litiga nnH
A
n11 f
ff
nlnnaA
urill
city
limits
who might be in town to the land above described, be"
uy
an
ah
to Taos on their honeymoon, be.y" pifi
my power to enforce the'laws. for a day or two. Other business fore F. H. Foster,' U; S. Commislarge
noisy
fore the
crowd of
gambling and coming up before the Board was sioner, at his office at Rojr. New
friends gótia chance to serenade stop
make
Harding
County
a, respec- left undecided until the regular Mexico, on the 26th day 01 July
them. From the way old tin tubs
liyé.lhl-..'';''meeting 'which, will be held the 1922.
;" '
are being gathered up, tin pans table place to
Moriday in August when Claimant
A
vote
first
Gibson
for
will
bé
well
names' as witnesses:
disappearing from the back yathe'
your
contracts'
worth
for laying water Zacarías Ebel, Manuel' Archutime
at
polls
the
if
rds and other celebrating mate- you
want the laws enforced.
mains will be let. also other im- - leta, Julian Sandoyal? and ; Jose
,
rial is being accumulated in dif' " portantmatters will be settled.
F.
John
Gibson
Jesus Medina, all of - koy,; New
ferent places, we are inclined to
,
Village
The
believe that this'part or it is
Board has had a Mexico.
H.H.Errett,;merely being postponed instead dayJ. A. Hurst WAa W'Rnw,r?hiiw drinking, fountain installed at
from His ranch near Mosque the
Register.
of abandoned. '
tank, with a waste pipe
if
ro enroute to Dawson on a'siiort
into the stock tank. This is
Three new residence houses. business trip.
quite an added improvement aad Mr and Mrs Ben" Floerhseim
Copien, Lopez and Gallegos, one
shows the progressiveness of were down from Jaritas ' for-- a
new business house, Durrin, and There is a lovely writer from
the, city 'dads. They promise us few hours Thursday morning.
the new brick school house all
a
mimber of other beneficial imunder course of construction at Who records all the' throbs ánd provements
within the next few
the present times shows that bui
uu iui vuu wun a n trp iitv
thrills"
Weeks,
one
of
which is a genuine wmii
'
Wing operát jpns.afc Rosquero are And writes a few rhymes
tie
assessment
attached to yourclean up. of the whole town, so if
still proceeding at anice steady And quarrpls sometimes ; z
prenttsw.
you have not already cleaned up
A ord to; the wise-igait and shows no sign of letting With Mosquero's kjjfght Of Í ,
lots,
get
he
ytfür
sufficient
busy
village
in Mi, matter .
the
or
up not withstanding the wheat
;
marshall will get you and tfean
toflsy if this means yoir.
failure and other hard times all

m

at the roost reasonable price

,

POLITICAL

...

DRY GOODS & NOTIONS

Vegetables

COUNTY.sSEAT.NEWS,,

Saturday Jnly 22nd, 1922.

'

,

-

A complete line of

h Fresh

OtmtY.New Mexico,

Examine our line of chewing and smoking
tobaccos, Cigars, Cigaretts, Pipes etc.
.
. .'v
New goods every day.

,

.

pecu-lairiti-

Lujans & Branch

es

First National Bank

-

v

i

ran

-

EFFECIENT AUTO
REPAIRING
Is truly an

!
,

art

Our workmen are real
mechanics who have
gone thru the school of

;

N12-SE1- 4,

NV2-SEi-

SW4-NWy,-

'

experience.

7

SERVICE GARAGE
'

RAYMOND PENDETON, MGR.

i4,

4,

1

i
.

:

boot-leggiii-

g,

,

.J-rJtf-

"

:;

Eat wisely and
You will live well

'

rhig ad is more directly foi people who are not;
customers of this store. Our purpose is to direct your attention to the quality of groceries we sell;
to
to remind you that our prices are at
convince you that by buying your foodstuff from us .
you will be able to do justice to the demand that
nature makes upon your mentality and upon your
physicar self. And the only way we can convince
you is to sell you once. Will you be convinced?
bed-roc- k;

THE CITY MEAT
f MARKET

OSCAR KIDD

Prop.

;;'

drai-nin-

ROY, N. M.

"

-

l

s

so-get

over'ttyelnesa'?-.--

it,

Dog gone

.-

we

just can't

fight with any body we like. It
is.Junpossiblfi to quarrel with so
me one wnen you nave nothing
to quarrel about' and it scents' so
worse than useless to nretend to
dislike somebody that you really
like that we just simply cant
find the nerve to try to quarrel
with that likable little Mills correspondent
Ofcousre it kind

.i-'-

'

t

Hot
ColdBiihks

of "gets ourgoat" when she insists in 1amming os on the side
the head with a boquet of poe
try and then when we dutifully
turn the, other cheak soaking us
with Another verse or two of the
samé lind of rhymes, but .darned if we dont kind of like it so
"just lay on McDuff and cursed
be he who first cries enough".
.

All orders carefully filled and promptly

shipped by

ex-

press or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours
notice, .ijif
f ..iiiJiiiy i üí.j

í;;
j JitL &u
Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"

P. O. Drawer 349
-

We have window glass, any
size in stock or can cut the size
you need. Window glass put in
sash at reasonable prices. Call
Gibson. ,
Adv.
'
Roy Tin Shop

.

,;'

Raton, N. M.

v
NOTICE TO OUR PATRONS
We are now handling the Dempster wind mills, but are investi-

gating several different makes
of mills before accepting the agency and will only handle the
(
best mills that can be obtained,
Mr and Mrs A.Abenheimer of repardless xf price or make and
penver are spending. the 1 week will receive in the near future
with the Milton Floersheim fa- windmills that have no equal
mily. Mrs Floersheim is a daugh- Adv,,..
i
.Roy Tin Shon
ter of Mr and Mrs Abenheimer.
P. T. Gibson, Prop.

the real estate deals
during the last week that promise to greatly benefit the town
and surrounding country, we jne.
ñtion the foIowiñ
Mr OÍdíield
of California 'purchased the Mesa Hotel at.a; consideration of
Among

$7,500, He wil Inot receive possesion of the property until November, when he contemplates
remodeling the entire building
and adding an addition to same.
Mr.' J. W. Johnson has purchased
a number of lots in the Brown
addition in the southern part of
town and will erece a modern re
sidence house on same. Mr. W. G.
block of lots in the south part of
town and will commence the ere
ction of a modern bungalow im
mediately upon his: return from
Oklahoma..
.

,ViJ

T

1'

Mil,

Of course yon want cold drinks when the weather is hot, and
of course the weather is hot in
íuly. .You! wwill. find an excell
ent line of cold drinks., and ice
cream sundaes, at our Soda
Fountain.

I

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
M.1). GIBBS,:Prop.
V

f'....

v

"

The

Spanish-America-

Earag
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MILLS AND VICINITY

WARREN'S COMING HOME

The weather is lovely and dry.
have heard! of coal .strikes
d
and
strikes, but: did
you ever hear of a church choir
You

rail-roa-

strike?
,' '
ÍI. W. Mills, of Springer, was
here looking after his ranch one
day last week.
Á. Í2. Lusk and A. D. Hprford
have formed a partnership and
expect to canvass Harding; and
Colfax Counties, taking orders
for a grocery firm . in Chicago.
They started out on this new venture last Monday, with high
heads, clean hands and a Ford
car. We wish them success.
'

,

The sheriffs sale which was
conducted in Mills Tuesday, was
not very well attended. Some ar
ticles that were sold brought at
fair; pnce. A. E. Lusk bought
the auto for $155.00 John Felton
bought the property.
W. C. Daniels and fan-- , ily of
Nolan ,are here visiting
J. B, Lusk was up from Roy
Tuesday oil business.
V' rek-.tive-

A carload of

s

,

JiaméCJ

Mrs Palnier Porter, Miss Leone and Elton Porter went to Eagle Nest Dam Thursday on a fishing trip, Mr and Mrs R. S.

' '

'

'

'

wd

km

Porter, Palmer Porter, Robert

Milton and family and Dr. O. B.
Moon and family joined them
Sunday and all returned Monday.
Ed Porter (Big Boy) and wife of
Raton, met them there and tney
a Porter family
held a sort-oreunion m the shadow of the
pines. We do not know' ' 'about
"

, .Trtsijcnl

Harding took a suinr.iei vacation iti. Lome TO" MaríóhT
'Ohio," this month and here is what
Dr. I
trie day lie arrived.
went out behind the chicken
G. T. Harding, father of the presúlt-:it-execution (as shown here), which
.house, performing that
meant his boy was to have chicken for dinner a big "yaller leg" that. 4
,iM
lwent fine with mashed potatoes, cream gravy and hot biscuits,.
.

;

well-kno-

'

and

Sulphur blocks

--

the fish, but that sroes without
us saying anything about it.
Mr and Mrs Winzel Swaim and
Chas Weatherill of Roy were vi
siting at the T. E. Siler home
last Sunday.
A few of the Democrats ' met
at the school house Tuesday ni
ght to complete the precinct or
ganization. Chairman Geo. E.
Cochrane being absent, Ira The- tford was chosen vice president.
A Committee ot taree were
which consists of J. S.
Christman, J. H. Lebert and W.
E. Carter, whose duty it is to
' They will
Doll the
meet again the first night in
August to receive the report 01
v
, '
the committees.
'
F. Ml Ekilev" traded a Sáxóh
oar fn Alton Tthstmh for a herd
of Bronks the first of the week.
Some predict they both have, a
.

Suzanne AvengedNow the Test

4

n

i 'V

--

J

Í

I

'

'

-

r

i' W

"

--

'

'

-

'

i

on

'

Mlle. Suianne Lenglen, temper'
mental French tennis champion,
who quit In her match against
Molla Bjursted- Mallory, 'American '
champion, last year,-wajivenged
last week at London when in the '
English finals he won over Mrs.
-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
'
THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL,
DISTRICT SITTING WITH
IN AND FOR THE COU
NTY OF HARDING STATE
OF NEW MEXICO

s

Mallory,
i

6--

6-- 2,

0

An effort

i

now

being made to have Suzanne come
to the United States for third and...
.(deciding match., - ,

Ji.'U

:

Jr..

Á carload of tence, poultry and
g wire i
r.v

A

We solder; any metal frpm. tin
to gold. Our soldeinrg stays and
sure does hold. We guarantee
our soldering to hold good and
tight. Our prices are small and
the work done right
We solder anything rorn a cup
to a tank; Bring in your repair
Adv
work and be convinced.
Roy Tin Shop.
Neyt door First National Bank

.

tv

....

their ha,nds."

.

;

Stock salt in 100 pound bagj
Dairy salt in 25 pound bags
Table salt in all sizes

car óf

'

"

nOMESTEAD
FLOUR
Com meal Bran

ánd Shorts

V
:..

"'X.

'

'"''',r;
V

;

George W. Payton

Plaintiff,
vs.
Marian É. Pavton.

Abstracts
Abstracts Abstracts
.
'

I

i

No.

.

"Defendant

v-:';- '
108-Summ-

ons

by Publication
THE ABOVE NAMED
DEFENDANT:
You &re herebv notified that
the conrol&int of the above nam- -'
ed plaintiff is now on file in the
office of the Clerk of the District
Court of Harding County, New
Moyípo. wherein: '' said "Dlamtiff '
prays an" absolute' divorce ;f rom
you upon tne grounasoi oeecr-tioand that unless You acnear
thereto and defend on or before
the 19th dayof Augusts 1922;
default will be entered ' against
AND BONDED
you and decree of divorce will be
New Mexico.
rendered as prayed in said com
'
plaint.
Attorney F. S, Merriau of
Raton, New Mexico, is attorney
for plaintiff m said cause .
WITNESS the Honorable Tho
be
unlawr
shall
and to that end it
mas
rorei-gN. Leib, Judge of the Dist
n
ful lor any unnaturalized,
of the Eighth Judicial
court
rict
Mexico,
born resident of New
within and for
District
sittin?
use
states,
to
adioinine
of
the
or
Harding.
county
and. the
of
the
or have in possession, or under
court
hereto
said
anixed
seal
of
any
state,
control within this
on this 28th day of June, 1922.
shotgun or rifle of any kind."
'
C. Ernest Anderson,
The law is all risrht in its in
of the District Court
Clerk
provide
the
might
for
tent, but it
Harding county, New' Mexico '
licensing, under bond of unnatu
and 29
residents ot July
ralized, foreign-bor- n
rood character and reliability, to
own and operate guns the same
We . carry in stock wisdmills,
as American citizen's rights.
pumps, pipe sucker rods, well casing, pipe fittings of all kinds
Frank Hickle left Thursday and in fact any part that belongs
morning " or Trinidad, Colorado, to a well, we have them.
Adv
"
where he has a good position tía
Roy Tin Shop
construction wonc

We have the only complete tract index to tóe.rdtfgj
County Records.,
abstracter ' in charge of our ,
. We have an experienced
business.
. ..'
;
We give: our entire time and attention to the abstract
business.
Our abstracts are approved by all Joan companies oper-,-..'
.
Ing in..Harding County. ....... ...
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
charge.

TO

Our prices iire right on all ot 1
the: above

;

me in

.

and we can

--

n.

.

owyoii

Harding County Abstract. Xo.
'

INCORPORATED
Mosquero,

'
INFORMATION FOR
THE ALIEN'S
In this county, officers are
now máki'ng a campaign against
foreign born unnaturalized residents who may have unlawfully
in their, possession any firearms
such as,, shotguns or rifles ; or
who may1 be found hunting,
with reference to such cases the

i

'
i
statutes say :
j
any
"It shall be unlawful for
unnaturalized, foreign born resident of New Mexico, or of
ning states to hunt for, capture,
Mil or wound any wild birds or
game animals within this state?
-

.

:
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Tanlac renders the body' vig- NEWlVIEXICO CROP RE- Henry JV. Farmer of La CinPORT FOR JULY, 1922
days
in orous and elestic and keeps the
ta canyon spent several
Roy this week attending to busi- mind clear and energetic. Fair-viePharmacy.
ness matters.
CORN
The corn acreage of the state
has increased ten percent, makReport of. condition of
No. 85
ing a total planted this year of
BANK OF RUY
319,000 acres. A condition of
at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on 85 percent July 1, forecasts 7,863
000 bushels. The December esJune 30th, 1922.
timate for 1921 was 6,409,000
RESOURCES
.
bushels. United States- - Corn is
$ 83,965.30 forecasted
Loans and Discounts
1
at 2, 860,000,000 bu.
730.61 1921 was 3,
$730.61
Overdrafts Unsecured
2
080,000,000; average
Bonds, Securities, Etc. (Other than U.S.'
4
1916 to 1920 was 2,831,000,000
w

,

13

Bonds)
(d) Other stocks (other than Federal Re- -,
2,305.77
serve Bank Stock)
Total Bonds, Stocks, Etc.
Furniture and Fixtures
Other real estate owned
Net amount due from Banks and Bankers
Checks on other banks in the same town as
reporting bank
Checks on banks outside of same city
Coin and Currency

15

Other Assets

7

8
9
10
11

bushels.
-

New Mexico- - The winter wheat
2,305.77 crop was almost a failure
in the
2,907.25 state. A condition of 27 percent
3,000.00 for the 45,000 acres remaining
13,020.46 for harvest, forecasts 243,000
bushels. Last years estimated
165.97 production was
2,142,000 bu.
' 393.92
The spring wheat has a condi2,580.98 tion of 80 percent of normal. A
r 360.59 greater part of this crop in New
Mexico is irrigated, but the acre$109,432.85 age in dry farms was increased
by planting some of the abandon
'"''''.
30,000.00 ed winter wheat land to spring
In many localaties in3,000.00 wheat.
sufficient rains have fallen to
make the crop a success. The
state's spring wheat is forecast-

-

...

'

i...

Total...
LIABILITIES
16
17
24

25
34

35
S3

Capital stock paid in
Surplus Fund
Demand Deposits.
Individual deposits
$ 49,569.13
Cashier's checks
774.80
Total Demand Deposits.
Time Deposits (payable after 30 days, or
subject to 30 days or more notice) :
Certificates of Deposit
26,088.92
Total Time Deposits

at 1,128,000 bushels.
The wheat remaining on farms
in the state July 1, is estimated
at 124,000 bushels, against 255,
000 in 1921..
United States-Cro- p
forecasted
at 816,936,000 bushels; 1921 was
795,000,000; average 1916 to
to 1920 was 729,000,000. Last
month's forecast was 855,000,000
bushels.

50,343.93 ed

......!

Total

WHEAT

,

26,088.92
$109,432.85

-

State of New Mexico, County of Harding, SS. I
We, Jno W. Harris, President, and R. H. Bentley, Cashier of
the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
OATS
Jno W. Harris, President.
New Mexico- - An 80 percent
R. H. Bentley, éashier.
condition of the oats on 64,000
Correct Attest:
acres, forecasts 1,843,000 bushel.
M. N. Baker,
The 1921 production was estimat
R. H. Bentley,
ed at 1,690,000 bushels.
R. Kilmurray,
United States- - The production
lectors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th day of July 1922. is forecasted at 1,186,626,000 of
(SEAL)
bushels. This is about 118,000,
rank L. Schultz.
My Commission t:, i ires Oct. 3th, 1922, t
Notary P lb'ic. 000 below the June forecast, and
126,000,000 more than the 1921
production.

BARLEY

New Mexico- - The 10,500 acres
of barley inthe state is forecasted to produce 277,000 bushels.
This is 9000 bushels less than the
June forecast, and 38,000 above

Bright Lights

jCHOOL APPORTIONMENT
STATE ASKED TO PUT
ON BASIS OF $1.36 FOR
STONE IN MEMORIAL
EACH PUPIL IN STATE
New Mexico and three other
states, Arizona, Idaho and North
State Superintendent Conway Dakota, are the only ones in the
has apportioned the public school union that have not contributed
funds from the last two months stones to the Washington Memor
collections, amounting to $165,2 ial being built on the Potomac,
09.84, among the counties on a Secretary of War Weeks wrote
public school age in the state.
Governor Meechem.
Dates at this office,
The money was distributed on a
Mr. Weeks asked that New
basis of $1.36 for each child of Mexico send its stone and help
The total number of children carry out the program of having
Í3 121,544. Each county will re each
state in the union place a
ceive as follows :
stone in the memorial.
Bernalillo, $16,305; Catron, $1,
475; Chaves, $5,632; Colfax, $9,
The City Meat Market receiv- Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
713; Curry $5,420; De Baca, $1, ed a car of ice last Wednesday.
For sale by the case
476; Dona Ana $7,700; Eddy $4,
and in 5 gal. cans
.
530: Grant, $6,269; Guadalupe,
Jake Floersheini attended the
$3,817; Harding, $2,581 ; Hidalgo Democratic convention at Mills Retailed by all
Leading Grocers
$1,516; Lea, $1,701; Lincoln, $3, last Friday evening.
Italian Bees and Queens
669; Luna, $2,883 ; McKinley, $4
126 ; Mora, $5,188; Otero, $4,115
Fred Bradford and wife of east
Quay, $4,720; Rio Arriba, $9,272 of town were trading with our
Roosevelt, $3,798; Sandoval, $2,8 advertisers last Friday.
P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex.
34 ; San Juan, $2,638 ; San Meguil
912,121; Santa Fe, $11,408; SierMr. Belknap and wife or near
ra, $2,030 ; Socorro, $5,174 ; Taos, Mills were trading with our
r 5,167; Torrance, $5,101; Union enterprising merchants.
? 3,649; Valencia, $5,262.
G. R. Randlé of the Bradley
ITOTICE FOR PUBLICATION neighborhood was attending to
business in Roy Monday morning

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.

FATJO'S HONEY
:

Fatjo Apiaries

General Blacksmith

.

RYE
New Mexico- - The rye yield is

at

Clayton,

Ray Busey and Sam Gallegos
are looking after business interJuly 12, 1922
ests in the southeastern part of ACETYLENE WELDING ANT
DISC ROLLING
NOTICE is hereby given that the county.
Mary G. Laumbach, of Roy, HarAT THE OLD STAND,
ding County, New Mexico, who,
WITH.THE LIBERTY
Tanlac has been publicly in
m September, 11, 1918, made dorsed by more
men
GARAGE
Additional Homestead Entry, No and women than any medicine on
024570,
for NE-SD.
earth. Fairview Pharmacy
Sec. 20., NW54;
Section 29, Township 18
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sharp of
N, Range 25E, N. M. P. Merid- Tucumcari stopped in Roy a few
ian, has filed notice of intention uinutes last Saturday while
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to Abbott,
to establish claim to the land
described, before F. H. FosAndres G. Trujillo, a promin
ter, U. S. Commissioner at his ent ranchman of the Solano coun
office at Roy, New Mexico, on try, was a business visitor in
I am a graduate from the
the 22nd day of August, 1922.
Roy last Saturday.
Missouri
Auctioneering School.
Claimant names as witnesses:
I will assure you of service
P J. Laumbach and Benancio
Fred Fluhman was down from
Mardid of Solano, New Mexico, his ranch west of Mills Saturday that brings results.
Will be glad to cry your sale
and Dan Laumbach and Alejan He reports that it is getting very
anywhere at any time.
dro Maestas of Roy, New Mex. dry in his neighborhood.
New Mexico.

well-kno-

J.

W-SE-

SW14-3WV-

4,

en-rou-

AUCTIONEER

ve

II. H.

Errett,

Register.
22-2-

19

9-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Pendleton
nd daughters returned Saturday
after having spent several days
at the Eagle Nest dam.

Col. B. R. Reeder
Roy, New Mexico.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office
Mexico.
July 12, 1922

Frank Hyatt was in from his
ranch near Rosebud last Friday
and Saturday looking after busi
that ness matters in the county metro

at Clayton, N.

NOTICE is hereby given
Leonore Laumbach, of Rcy, Har- polis.
forecasted at only 14,000 bushels ding County, New Mexico, who,
J. B. McNeil was in from his
The estimate for 1921 was 79,00 on September 11th, 1918, made
0 bushels This crop was almost AdditionaMIomestead Entry, No ranch near Yatesville Saturday,
a large quantity of
a failure in the dry farm section.
i,
SWVl ;' purchasing
for
supplies
from
the live merchants
United States- - The crop is fore Sec. 30.,
i,
Section 31,
casted at 82,000,000 bushelsa Township 18 N., Range 25 E, N. of our city.
in 1921 M. P. Meridian, has iiied notice
gainst 58,000,0
Two teaspoonsful of Tanlac in
WHITE POTATOES
of intention to make final Three
New Mexico- - The acreage sho Year Prcof, to establish claim to a little water, taken three tires
ws a ten percent increase, and r the hnd above described, before a day just before meals, will
91 percent condition that indicat- F. H: Foster, U. S. Commissioner make you eat better, feel better,
better and work bettor.
ES,
es 429,000 bushels. Last year's
it his effice at Roy, New Mexico sleep
Pharmacy.
Fairview
production was only 296,000 bu on tae
01
day
August, ivzz.
i United States- - The production
Claimant names as witnesses :
Assistant, District Attorney,
is indicated at 428,607,000 bush- P. J. Laumbach; and Benancio
els: The 1921 estimate was 347, Madrid of Solano, New Mexico, Stringfellow of Raton, has been
Roy for several days during
000,000 bushels.
and Dan Laumbach and Alejan in
past week looking after mat
the
.
SWEET POTATOES
v
Mex.
dro Maestas of Roy, New
ters
pertaining to his office.
New Mexico- - Acreage smaP.
H..II. Errett,
Crop now indicated at 137,000 bu
Register..
Senator T- - E. Mitchell was in
1921 crop was estimated at 12C,
5 12 19
9
town
from his ranch on business
000 bushels.
Saturday.He reports that
last
Crop
indicated
StatesUnited
Eighty acres of
FOR SALE
;sr
to the east sidi
et
fire
iiiimiiiWiiatoBfc
at 111,334,000 bushels, against land'.lying one and three quartweek
and burnlast
his
ranch
of
98,660,000 as the December esti- ers miles north of Solano. Add;
ed over fyuite.an area of: grazing
mate forrl921.
ress
land before the flames were gotMrs.: Martha Frank,
ten under control.
percent
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sault after their adopted daughters,
Ophelia and Nadine Fitch, 13 and 8
OomrnercluTTn
respectively, had bared their backs
information gladly furnished without and shown bruises and welts which
cost. Address any firm above.
the children said were inflicted by
the foster parents.
July Crop Report.
Two sets of brothers battled on the
Washington.
This year's total
range near Steeplerock, N. M.,
open
wheat crop was forecast at 817,000,000
bushels and the corn crop at 2,860,000,-00- 0 forty miles east of Clifton, Ariz. One
bushels by the Department of Ag- was killed and another wounded. A
feud over cattle and horses Is said to
riculture In Its July crop report
have precipitated the fight Bat Brad-berrforewas
Winter wheat production
who, with his brother, Mart
cast at 569,000,000 bushels.
Bradberry, Is said to have battled
Spring wheat production was fore- Johnny Fulcher, who was slain, and
cast at 248,000,000 bushels.
Sidney Fulcher, who was wounded, alAll wheat conditions was 78.9 per though the extent of his Injury is not
cent of normal.
known.
Corn production was forecast at
The contract for the new road In the
estibushels based on an
Mimbres valley from Santa Rita to
mated area of 103,234,000 acres, or San Lorenzo, has been let to Peterson,
99.4 per cent of last year's acreage.
Shirley and Grunther of Omaha, the
Production forecasts and details of cost to be over $115,000. The distance
other crops were announced as fol- is about 9 miles and the building of
lows:
the new road will open up one of the
Oats Production, 1,187,000,000 bush- finest farming sections of the valley to
els ; condition, 74.4.
which the markets have been shut off
Barley Production, 182,000,000 bushfor several years. The work will be
els; condition, 82.6.
started at once and the new road will
Bye Production, 82,000,000 bushels; be completed by early fall.
DEPARTMENT
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the cause of the wreck.
Big Lumber Company Buys Timber.
Washington, D. C The forest service of the United States Department of
Agriculture announces the sale of
235,000,000 board feet along the upper
Sauk river, Snoqualmle National ForAreas adjacent to
est, Washington.
this tract, which are reserved for future sale, contain approximately 1,200
million feet of timber. Under the proposed plan of forest management, the
average yearly cut will be limited to
40,000,000 board feet. Forty years will
be required to cut out the existing
merchantable timber, by which time
the present immature timber will be
ready for the ax. By the practice of
scientific forestry, logging operations
can thus be sustained in perpetuity.
U. S. Will Protect Mails.
The government,
Washington.
through appointment of deputy United States marshals, will make sure
that law and order Is preserved, property and life protected, transportation
of the mails continued and interstate
commerce not interrupted despite the
strike of railroad shopmen, Attorney
General Daugherty announced after a
conference with President Harding.

Mingo Treason Cases Dropped.
Charleston, W. Va. Indictments
growing out of grand Jury Investigations in Mingo county against officials
and members of the United Mine
Workers of America have been stricken frnm the docket bv Judee R. D.
O.
Bailey 'in Mingo Circuit Court.
Frank Keeney, president of district
No. 17 of the miners' organization, received the following telegram: "Indictments against you and other officials wiped from the docket. Practi-

cally all others nolled."
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RAILROAD WORKERS' STRIKE
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Limited Hits Freight Train.
Kansas City, Mo. Six persons were
killed and forty injured, most of them
seriously, when the Missouri Pacific
Scenic Limited flyer, westbound, from
St. Louis to California, collided head-o- n
with a local freight train here. Most
of the passengers were from the East,
a railroad official said here. The train
makes few stops in Missouri and Kansas. Misunderstood orders are believed

Children Cry For

New Mexico

Advertises Itself

condition, 89.9.
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RAIL LEADERS
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PEACE

EFFORTS

Approximately $300,000 in outstanding state warrants, which the state of
Arizona heretofore has "been unable to
pay, will now be paid upon presentation at the treasurer's office, it was
announced In Phoenix by State Treasurer Earhart. The payment of these
warrants, some of which are of long
standing, he said, is made possible under the provisions of the financial
code wblch went Into effect on July 1.
Earhart urged holders of all state warrants to present them for payment at
once.
The total assessed valuation of the
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Southwest News

The new highway from Tularosa to
Mescalero will soon be completed and
will be one of the finest in that part
of New Mexico. A large force of men
Is now rushing the road to completion.
HOTELS
The cabbage crop in the Mesilla ValWINDSOR. 18th
Larimer. Rooms 76a
up. Special ratea to permanent guf ata. ley, near Mexico, will amount to more
than 100 cars. Prices range from $20
to $35, the average being around $27.50
a ton. The Copenhagen market variety is the one favored in that district
The Springer, N. M., post of the
American Legion is not making plans
for a big two days' fair to be held at
Springer the first of September. The
program will consist of a big exhibit
of cattle and horses and all kinds of
Advertisizs
farm products, as well as a big list of
sporting events.
Creates many a new humen.
Miss Bethine Stephens, 16 years old,
Enlarges many an old buibest.
shot out both her eyes at her home in
Preserva many a large business.
Deming when she attempted to commit
Revives many a duB business.
suicide. Three shots are said to have
been fired, two of them taking effect
Rescues many a lost business.
in the face, one of her eyes being
Saves many a (idling business.
blown out and the optic nerve of the
Secures success in any business.
other shot off.
Friends In Nogales, Ariz., are apprehensive of the fate of H. Gordon Glore,
Nogales contractor, and a party aboard
his fishing schooner which, according
We Are Year Service
to word received In Nogales from
CaB on Us or Call Ci Vp
Sonora, sank In a storm on the
ana We WH1 Call oa To
night of July 4, near St. George's bay,
1:
off the coast of Sonora.
Thirty business houses were flooded,
dwellings
floated
several Mexican
away and three bridges washed out by
Dyeing-Dye- ing
a flood which swept through the bors,
der cities of Nogales, Ariz., and
Sonora, recently. The flood waters came down an arroyo which leads
Into the two cities from the northern
part of Sonora.
The Model Cleaners and Dyers
Floyd O. Fitch and his wife, Sarah,
days each in
1317 BROADWAY. DENVER, COLO. were sentenced to thirty
the county jail by Justice Henry J.
Sullivan of Phoenix on charges of as-
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Harding
President
personally intervened in the railroad
strike situation, bnt the success of his
efforts to remedy conditions now admitted generally by government officials to be serious will remain undetermined until the officers of the
United Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employés
and Shop Laborers
meet in Detroit
The President for two hours dls
cussed the strike situation with E. F.
Grable chief of the maintenance of
way employés organization, who came
to Washington from Chicago for the
conference, and with Fred L. Felck,
executive representative of the same

iierOpltim.MorpnineiwK
ÜinmLNoTNAHCOT

Washington.

organization.

The results of this conference, as
announced in a White House statement, were that the President received for the first time direct information as to the workers' side of the
controversy and was afforded for the
first time an opportunity to present to
a recognized representative of the employés the position of the government
Mr. Grable had this to say as to his
conference with the President:
Our primary reason for seeing the
President was to Impress upon him the
necessity of calling a conference between Mr. Jewell and the railroad executives in order to stop the spread of
the strike. We feel that this is the
only way to ease the situation, and I
believe it would be effective.
"The situation has become acute all
over the country and we laid before
the President a lot of facts, many of
which he said had never come to his
attention. This was the first direct
protest we have made to Mr. Harding
with the exception of a visit I made
to him three months ago to discuss
the cutting of wages. The President
censured us for not coming sooner and
laying these facts before him."
"He is not reluctant to tell the Senate and the House of Representatives
what to do, but has not so directed the
board," Mr. Grable commended.
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Is more reasonable for an Infant to sleep with grown-up-

Tecr. it Sleep

prepared for

rosiíttiné therefrcinjnjrfaciy

MOTHERS SHOULD

grown-up-

than to use
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THE BOOKLET THAT 18 AROUND

HEAD

EVERY

BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

CASTOR I A

GENUINE
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s

a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant Either practice is to be shunned, neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be

prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your (tiling child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. Ho Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily

J
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That Baby should have a bed of Its own all are agreed. Yet it

Jut

CAST0RIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Exact Copy of Wrapper,
Wise Bird.
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Cutlcura Soothes Itching Scalp.
On retiring gently rub spots of dandruff and Itching with Cutlcura Ointment. Next morning shampoo with
Cutlcura Soap and hot water. Make
them your everyday toilet preparations
and have a clear skin and soft, white,
hands. Advertisement

COMPANY.

FARMERS

.

Grandfather was a patient in a hospital. In the yard stood a tree, and In
this tree was a robin's nest. The sparrows seemed to take great delight in
seeing how miserable they could make
things for Mrs. Robin by diving and
pecking until she would leave the nest.
One morning when Grandpa was
looking out the window he saw a twig
fastened with a string just above the
nest on which was suspended a card,
the ten spot of diamonds. The breeze
kept the card whirling back and forth
frightening the sparrows away. Mrs.
Robin went ahead with her work and
hatched her brood unmolested.
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And using their feet more than ever before.
uc. ana i uu at uruixuLt,
Tftsoi Chem. Wk8.Patchogue,K. T.
For all theBe workers the frequent use of
Allen's Foot Ease, the antiseptic, healing HINDERCORNS Remore
Corns, Cal.
powder to be shaken into the shoes and loases, etc., stops all pain, ensures comfort to the
tret, makes walking eair. lfa- br mall or at Oraa
sprinkled in the
increases their gists.
Hisoox Cuomlcal Works, Patcaocu. H. I.
efficiency and insures needed physical comfort. Allen's FootEase takes the Friction niicv riviMMCDPtACED ANYWHERB
from the Shoe, keeps the shoe from rub- Urtldl I LI iMLLLII ATTRACTS AND KILLS
ALL FLIES. Neat.
bing and the stockings from wearing, freshens the feet, and prevents tired, aching
cheap. La. ta
all season, iiade of
and blistered feet. Women everywhere are
metal, can't spill or
constant users of Allen's FootEade. Don't
tip over ; will not soil
get foot sore, get Allen's FootEase.
or injure anything.
Guaranteed effective.
More than One Million five hundred thouSold by deslera, or
sand pounds of Powder for the Feet were
by EXPKESS,
iprepaid,
(1.2S.
,
used by our Army and Navy during the
war. In a pinch, use Allen's FootEase. BAÜUUI BUM Kim. W IM Kalb Are,, Brooklyn, N. T.
-
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West Texas Military Academy

I
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CUTS ITCH SORES
75c at stores; 85c by mail. Address
New York Drug Concern, New York
FOR BURNS

R.O.T.O. San Antonio, Texas win Year
Affiliated with the ünlreraltr of Texas.
West Point, Annapolis ana leading Institutions of the United States. Army officers
Uniform
detailed by War Department.
eqnipmentissned by Government. Separate
Junior Scboot Swimming PooL Athletto
Field. Champions of ITootbaU and Baseball.
Opens SEPT. ff. Write for new lllnstrated
catalogue.
TOM WILLIAMS, SnpU

HEMSTITCHING and PICOTINQ ATTACHMENT; fits all sewing machines. Price Z;
checks 10c extra, .LIGHT'S MAIL ORDER
HOUSE, Box 12T, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

J.

Washington.
Coal mine workers,
whose walkout in the anthracite region and strike in the unionized bi-

Talkative.
Approved Treatment.
Mrs. Benham Money talks.
Knicker "The Good Book tells us
Benham Then you've got more
tuminous fields has crippled the na- to love our enemies." Bocker "And than your share of cash.
tion's coal production since April 1, the check book tells us to loan 'em."
Working for board and clothes is
flatly refused, through the officers
Cunning sets a trap for others and unsatisfactory because the clothes
and committeemen of their union, to
always are.
submit their grievances to arbitration puts his own foot In It.
under terms suggested by President
Harding. They notified the President
of their determination, received a response mentioning the responsibility
they had assumed, and adjourned the
session of their central controlling

Nothing Else Afoot.
York is overcrowded
with" motors.
Parker "Tes, there'i
nothing afoot but plans for relief."

Post "New

Judge.

It only takes three drops of rain
to keep one from going to some place
he doesn't want to go.

Ms;

Low Price and High Quality
Don't Go Together. Stick to

committee.
Mobs Kidnap Shop Guards.
Rocky Mount, N. C Thirteen special agents and guards of the Atlantic
Coast Line railroad were kidnaped
here by a mob of alleged strikers and
sympathizers. In a proclamation to

strikers, the city authorities warned
that further outbreaks would result in
a request that troops be sent to control the situation. The guards were
seized In a local restaurant which was
raided by a crowd estimated to comprise about 300 men.

railroad
property of the
Steamers Crash In Fog.
companies operating In Arizona for
Seattle, Wash. Rammed amidships
1922 taxation purposes, according to a by the freighter Harry Luckenbach in
statement Issued by the State Tax a heavy pall of forest fire smoke and
0
Commission Is $100,395,656.50, or
fog, the steam schooner Henry T.
less than the total assessed val- Scott went to the bottom with four
uation of the same property In 1921, of its crew in the straights of San
which was $101,161,859.60.
Juan de Fuca. The schooner sank
Adelbert Holladay, 30, of Miami, and within five minutes after she was
daughter, struck and before her crew could lowDaisy,
his
drowned in Roosevelt lake, near Globe. er life boats. All who perished were
Daisy, while bathing, went beyond her drowned, It is believed, during the indepth and her father, hearing her cries rush of water after the prow of the
for help, swam out In an attempt to freighter tore a hole in the side of the
rescue her. Both perished in spite of smaller vessel.
the efforts of Donald Brown, also of
Two Japs Held as Spies.
Miami, to save them. Both bodies were
'
Manila, P. I. Two Japanese were
recovered.
'
At the recent special election held arrested here charged with taking picIn Cimarron, N. M., the $75,000 school tures on the McKlnley military reserbonds carried by a vote of almost 3 to vation, five miles from Manila. They
1.
The bonds will be sold soon and are one Fujlhara, and Momota
employés of a, Japanese hotel
the construction of the building will
be started at once. It will be connect- In Manila. Lieut. Harry A. Mosner
who made the arrest said he saw both
ed with the remodeled present building, will have nine class rooms, a com- of the Japanese in a brush pile on one
bined gymnasium and auditorium, do- of the target ranges of the reservation.
mestic science and manual training Military authorities who questioned
rooms, library and superintendent's of- the Japanese said they were in possession of a compact high power camfice.
era and film packs when arrested.
U. S. Senator Holm O. Bursura wired
Washington,
M
from
Las Cruces, N.
Senators Refuse All Shoals Offers.
D. C, that his bill creating an
Washington.
The Senate committee
national park at the Mescalero Indian
reservation and the Elephant Butte on agriculture refused to favorably relake and dam was reported upon fav- port a plan for developing the governorably by the Senate committee on In- ment's $106,000,000 project at Muscle
Shoals, Ala., and left the question to
dian affairs.
Tentative plans for the entertain- be settled on the floor of the Senate.
ment of the delegates to the American All proposals submitted to the
trdtbee, including those of Henrv Ford,
Legion convention to be held in Douglas, Sept 18, 19 and 20, were made at the Alabama Power Company andI that
a meeting between the state com- offered by Senator Norris, committee
mander, Dunne Bird, and officials of chairman, for government development
"
and operation, were rejected by a mathe post in Douglas.
jority of the committee.
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When you use it you
never spoil any of the
expensiveingredients
used such as flour,1
sugar, eggs and milk!
Best that science can
produce Stands the
test of daily use.'
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L. W. Wilson and''
Brown, Mrs SiEl Paxton, R.K. sed through Roy Wednesday
to the Taos counUiy oa a
The title of our next serial Bentey, Milton Floersheim, Ray
story to run in the Spanish. Ame- Busey, Harry Redd, Dr. Gibbsf few weeks outing..
rican is "THE BIG MUSKEG". and J.C. Hester' ExHff icio memSam Strong and ismiilvdwr-ire- d
The story
a romance of rail ber.
last Saturday from, a, six
Comiriitfee'on Finance:
road building and straggle agai,v
nst the forces of nature in north- C. L. Justice,- Chairman, Earl weeks' visit with relative in Oklahoma, Missouri and
ern Canada. It is full of stirring McMinimy,
Fi
states. ;He';ire6rts a fine visituations and has strong qualiR. E. Alldredge and A.I.
vacan
sit and a good time
'
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Ctaranteed for three Years

For your car
No Acid

No Water
No Attention
30 percent
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ATTENTION FARMERS
Cornbelt thorobred stock
positively out of the best
herds in the U.S.A. Duroc
Jersey Hogs Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and
op.
I can furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can
afford- ,
Get in the thorobred ga- menow for a few; dollars
while prices are at rock bbt- torn, and make yourself in- dependent in a few years.
You need better dairy cat- tie and hogs, and more of
Q
them on this mesa. ',
Leo M. Wagner,
Gilbertsville, Iowa.
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It Matters Not

D.D. LL.D.

THE CHILD'S ENEMIES

What your wants may be in the
grocery line, you will always
find our stock full and

Pumping engine
and pump jacks
Self oiling wind
--

COMPLETE

mills- -

the latest

improved
Gas pipe
Cylinders
Stock tanks
Well casing
Farm wagons
Wash machines

Also, remember that we buy

your butter, eggs and produce.

All kinds of fresh and smoked meat
Fresh vegetables

S. E. Paxton Grocery Co.
'.'V,

i

"The Food Store"

BAUM BROS
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Ail Investigations should begin
with and be for the benefit of tbe
child. The population of the United
States today would be fifteen or
twenty millions more had it not been
for the neglect of the parents and
More
the municipal governments.
than fifteen or twenty millions of
children have been born in the United
States in the past fifteen or twenty
years, who have died because of
criminal, domestic, and municipal
neglect.
We belong to the brass-ban- d
possession in works of superficiality. We
tre excessive talkers, but are rather
inmeagre in labors of worth-whivestigations. '
We hate trie drudgery of patient,
toiling investigating for the protection of our children. We have criminally neglected the child prior to
birth, and immediately foll.owjng his
entrance into the world.
We are perfectly willing for Congress to vote millions of dollars to
fight diseases now destroying oar hogs,
sheep, cattle, and horses, .but we have,
spent one hundred years preventing
Congress from votinpr an appropriadestroytion to stamp oat the
ing our children.
We ar pert evtly witling, for Cop- -,
fes I oats a& apyroprUtkia fcoitt.
le

which we can get financial benefit, but
we cry economy if Congress tries(to
pass an appropriation to stamp put
the murderers of our children.
We are blowing trumpets and congratulating ourselves about the magnificent work we are doing along lines
of sanitation, but we are doing prac- -,
tically nothing to eradicate the great
venereal diseases that are affectúi
and staining ninety-tw- o
per cent of
the population of the United States.
There is a continuous stream from j
the cesspools of society flowing
through the yards and municipal gov
erameiits of this country poisoning j
the lives of our children and staining; '
the characters of our boys and girls. .
Before we used antitoxins in diphtheria five out of every ten cases died.
Now, with the use of antitoxins only
one out ot ten die.
People who fight vaccination and
other methods by which children are
made immune to disease are the enemies of our children. . They are tho
curses of society, and, they ought to
be incarcerated.
.; ,
v. !'. '
The tm has come to spend any ,
amount of money that might be oeces- boys an4j
sary. to give to
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bodies and nind are ab ;
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